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ABSTRACT
We recently discovered that the luminous radio-quiet quasi-stellar objects (QSO) LBQS 0302−0019 at z= 3.286 is likely accompanied
by an obscured AGN at 20 kpc projected distance, which we dubbed Jil. It represents the tightest candidate system of an obscured
and unobscured dual AGN at z> 3. To verify the dual AGN scenario, we obtained deep Ks band (rest-frame V band) imaging with
the VLT/HAWK-I+GRAAL instrument at 0′′.4 resolution during science verification in January 2018. We detect the individual host
galaxies of the QSO and Jil with estimated stellar masses of log(M?/M) = 11.4± 0.5 and log(M?/M) = 0.9± 0.5, respectively.
Near-IR spectra obtained with Very Large Telescope-K-band Multi Object Spectrograph (VLT-KMOS) reveal a clear [O iii] λ5007
line detection at the location of Jil that does not contribute significantly to the Ks band flux. Both observations therefore corroborate
the dual AGN scenario. A comparison to Illustris simulations suggests a parent halo mass of log(Mhalo/M) = 13.2± 0.5 for this
interacting galaxy system, corresponding to a massive dark matter halo at that epoch.
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1. Introduction
Major mergers were initially thought to be one of the
main triggering mechanisms for luminous quasi-stellar ob-
jects (QSO, e.g., Sanders et al. 1988; Canalizo & Stockton 2001;
Hopkins et al. 2005). While major mergers certainly promote
gas fueling toward the centers of galaxies in merging systems
(e.g., Di Matteo et al. 2005; Springel et al. 2005), it is currently
heavily debated whether this is really the dominant mode for
fueling supermassive black holes (SMBHs) and triggering the
most luminous QSOs (e.g., Cisternas et al. 2011; Kocevski et al.
2012; Mechtley et al. 2016). For QSOs at z> 6, a [C ii] survey
with ALMA revealed that luminous QSOs exhibit an excess
in the number counts of massive companion galaxies within
<100 kpc (Decarli et al. 2017), suggesting that dense environ-
ments and interactions might play an important role in the rapid
evolution of the first SMBH systems in the Universe. However,
for these systems, only one of the expected SMBHs in the merg-
ing galaxies is usually seen to be active.
Recently, we discovered with MUSE at the Very
Large Telescope (VLT) that the luminous radio-quiet QSO
LBQS 0302−0019 is accompanied by a luminous He ii emitter,
dubbed Jil, about 2′′.9 (20 kpc) away (Husemann et al. 2018).
The emission of Jil is best explained by an embedded obscured
active galactic nucleus (AGN), so that the system represents
? Based on observations collected at the European Organisation
for Astronomical Research in the Southern Hemisphere under ESO
programme(s) 60.A-9471(A) and 100.A-0134(B).
the tightest pair of an unobscured and obscured AGN at z> 3.
Frey & Gabányi (2018) analyzed archival Very Large Array
radio images that revealed radio emission at the location of
LBQS 0302−0019, but not at the position of Jil. This agrees
with the expected AGN luminosity ratio at the depth of the
radio data. The current radio data therefore do not provide
additional constraints on the nature of Jil, and high-resolution
X-ray observations with Chandra have not been obtained so far.
In this Letter we present K-band spectroscopy and adaptive-
optics assisted imaging confirming the presence of a massive
host galaxy at the location of Jil as a necessary requirement for
the dual AGN scenario. Furthermore, we estimate the associated
halo mass of this system based on one of the current hydrody-
namical numerical simulations.
We adopt a flat cosmology with Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7,
and H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1. The physical scale at z= 3.286 is
7.48 kpc arcsec−1 and magnitudes are given in the Vega system.
2. Observations and data reduction
2.1. VLT/HAWK-I+GRAAL Ks-band imaging
We targeted this dual AGN system during the science verifica-
tion (SV) with the GRound-layer Adaptive optics Assisted by
Laser instrument (GRAAL, Paufique et al. 2010), which pro-
vides a seeing enhancer for the wide-field near-infrared imager
HAWK-I (Casali et al. 2006) at the VLT. HAWK-I covers a
7′.5× 7′.5 field of view (FoV) using an array of 2× 2 Hawaii-2RG
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Fig. 1. Ks-band image from VLT/HAWK-I of LBQS 0302−0019 and Jil with a spatial resolution of 0′′.4 (FWHM). From left to right, we present
panel a) the original Ks-band image, panel b) the PSF taken from a nearby star properly scaled to the QSO based on the best-fit GALFIT
model, panel c) the residual image after QSO component subtraction, and panel d) the residual image with overplotted Lyα contours (red) at
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8× 10−16 erg s−1cm−2 arcsec−2 and He ii λ1640 contours (green) at 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, and 1.2× 10−17 erg s−1 cm−2 arcsec−2 from the
VLT-MUSE observations (Husemann et al. 2018) with a spatial resolution of 1′′ (FWHM). Strong PSF residuals from the QSO in the Lyα and
He ii contours have been masked out for clarity.
detectors with a 15′′ gap between the four quadrants. We ob-
served LBQS 0302−0019 in the Ks band during the SV run from
2–5 January 2018. The observations were split into two sepa-
rate observing blocks consisting of 12 dithered pointings with
20× 10 s exposures each. The QSO was centered in quadrants 1
and 3 of the detector array in the respective observing blocks,
which amounts to 4800 s on source exposure time.
The data were reduced with the standard ESO pipeline for
HAWK-I. The photometric zero-point for the combined im-
age was determined through aperture photometry of two bright
2MASS stars in the common field of the two pointings. We con-
sider that the photometric zero-point (mKs,0 = 22.73 mag) esti-
mated in this way has an intrinsic uncertainty of 0.1 mag. An
image cutout of the dual AGN system region is shown in Fig. 1
and clearly reveals a prominent continuum source exactly at the
expected location of Jil at a spatial resolution of 0′′.4 (FWHM).
2.2. KMOS near-IR integral-field spectroscopy
We also observed the dual AGN system with the K-band Multi
Object Spectrograph (KMOS, Sharples et al. 2013). The KMOS
data were taken on 27 January 2018 as part of a back-up program
of the VLT LBG Redshift Survey (VLRS; Bielby et al. 2013,
2017), intended to fill gaps in the guaranteed observing time that
are due to pointing restrictions, sub-optimal sky conditions, and
gaps in the distribution of primary target fields on the sky.
KMOS is a near-IR multi-object integral field unit (IFU)
instrument mounted on VLT UT4. It consists of 24 individual
2′′.8× 2′′.8 IFUs (with pixel scales of 0′′.2). Only two IFUs were
used to cover the dual AGN system. For these observations,
KMOS was operated with the HK grism in place, providing
wavelength coverage from 1.484 µm to 2.442 µm, with a spectral
resolution ranging from R∼ 1500 to R∼ 2500 correspondingly.
Observations were taken in nod-to-sky mode with an
ABAABAAB pattern, where A and B represent the two nod po-
sitions. Given the proximity of Jil to LBQS 0302−0019, we were
unable to place IFUs on the two targets simultaneously, and so
Jil was targeted during nod position B, and LBQS 0302−0019
was targeted in position A. In both cases, the IFUs nodded to
selected empty sky locations in their respective “off” nod posi-
tions, to aid sky removal from the science exposures. The two
IFUs were positioned to provide some overlap in their coverage,
resulting in overlaps of ≈0′′.8 in R.A. and ≈1′′.8 in declination.
Each nod was observed for 600s, leading to integration times on
LBQS 0302−0019 and Jil of 3000s and 1800s, respectively.
The data were reduced using esorex with the standard
ESO pipeline recipes (Davies et al. 2013), incorporating dark
and flat frame subtraction, wavelength calibration, illumination
correction, standard star flux calibration, and the overall process-
ing and stacking. The final image quality of the cube is 0′′.65
(FWHM). We used the KMOS sky-tweak routine to optimally
remove the near-IR sky lines and applied the Zurich Atmosphere
Purge (zap; Soto et al. 2016) code on the final cube to further
suppress sky line residuals.
3. Results
3.1. QSO subtraction
Given the brightness of the QSO LBQS 0302−0019, it is crucial
to subtract the QSO light to properly resolve the host galaxies
of the QSO and Jil in the HAWK-I data. To estimate the QSO
contribution, we first created an empirical point-spread func-
tion (PSF) from the nearby star 2MASS J03044733−0007499
(mKs = 13.46± 0.04 mag), which is just 40′′ away from the QSO.
In a second step, we used GALFIT (v3, Peng et al. 2010) to
model the data as a superposition of a single Sersic´ profile
for each of the two galaxies and a point source for the QSO.
During the fitting, we fixed the Sersic´ index to n= 1 to avoid
nonphysically large indices, which are caused by the extreme
brightness ratio for the QSO host galaxy and the low spatial res-
olution of 2.8 kpc (FWHM) compared to the expected galaxy
size. The resulting model and QSO subtracted image are shown
in Fig. 1, from which we infer mKs = 19.2± 0.1 mag for the QSO
host galaxy and mKs = 20.6± 0.2 mag for Jil.
3.2. Host morphology
The HAWK-I Ks image (Fig. 1c) reveals that the host galaxy
of Jil appears asymmetric in the rest-frame V band with a faint
extension toward the west side. It is unclear at the given spatial
resolution and depth whether Jil is one distorted galaxy or itself a
merger of two galaxies. In comparison, the bright knot in the H i
Lyα nebula recovered with MUSE is centered on Jil (Fig. 1d)
and traces its morphology well, considering that the resolution
is more than twice lower. The same applies to the He ii λ1640 Å
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Fig. 2. Upper panel: Narrow-band image (25 Å wide in the observed
frame) centered on the redshifted [O iii] λ5007 extracted from the
KMOS datacube. The QSO dominates the emission, but a weak source
is detected at the location of Jil. Lower panel: Aperture spectrum
(black line) within 0′′.5 radius centered on Jil zoomed-in to the wave-
length range covering the redshifted Hβ and [O iii] λλ4960, 5007 lines
(vertical dashed lines). The green line represent the error spectrum
(offset by –2× 10−18 for readability) to highlight the position of sky
lines. The best-fit model with a fixed [O iii] doublet ratio is shown as
the red line.
emission, but it is more compact and shows a slight preference
to the peak shortly west of Jil. The clear matching of the highly
ionized gas with the presence of a distinct galaxy at the location
of Jil is consistent with the picture of an obscured AGN at its
center, but it is not a clear proof for the AGN presence as such.
3.3. Rest-frame optical nebular emission
From the KMOS data we reconstructed an [O iii] λ5007 narrow-
band image at the redshift of the system (Fig. 2). In addi-
tion to the bright emission from the QSO, we detect also
faint [O iii] emission with 5σ significance at the location of
Jil, as expected for an obscured AGN. The observed line
flux is f[O iii] = (2.5± 0.5)× 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 corresponding to
L[O iii] = (2.4± 0.5)× 1042 erg s−1. With the conversion factor of
Lbol/L[O iii] ≈ 3500 from Heckman et al. (2004), we estimate a
bolometric luminosity for Jil of Lbol ∼ 4.4× 1045 erg s−1 with a
systematic uncertainty of 0.4 dex due to the scatter in the relation.
Compared to the bolometric luminosity of Lbol =
1× 1048 erg s−1 for LBQS 0302−0019 (Shen 2016), the
[O iii]-based luminosity of Jil is a factor of 100–620 lower. This
is slightly higher than our constraints from the He ii photoioniza-
tion models (Husemann et al. 2018), which required a minimum
luminosity of a factor 600–1000 fainter than LBQS 0302−0018,
Fig. 3. Rest-frame V band mass-to-light ratio as a function of stellar
population age for three metallicities. For our purpose, we adopt a mean
mass-to-light ratio of log(M?/LV ) = − 0.75 (black line) with an uncer-
tainty of ±0.5 dex (red shaded band).
assuming a distance of 100 pc of the ionized gas clouds to the
obscured AGN. This discrepancy can be easily explained either
by a larger distance of the gas clouds from the AGN, or by the
effect of dust extinction on the He ii emission line.
We cannot detect any other emission lines such as [O iii]
λ4960, Hβ, or [O ii] λλ3726, 3729 at the location of Jil in the
shallow KMOS data. Since [O iii] λ5007 is the brightest line
in case of AGN ionization, we expect non-detections for all
other lines given the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of our data. To
estimate the emission-line contribution to the HAWK-I broad-
band observations, we assumed an [O iii] doublet line ratio of 3
(Storey & Zeippen 2000) and ([O iii] λ5007)/Hβ∼ 10 to create a
mock emission-line spectrum for the Ks band. This leads to an
expected pure emission-line brightness of mKs = 29 mag (Vega),
confirming that contributions from lines can be safely neglected
in the HAWK-I Ks band.
3.4. Stellar masses and halo mass
At z= 3.3, the age of the Universe was about 1.8 Gyr, which sets a
hard boundary for the age of the stellar population. However, the
rest-frame V band mass-to-light ratio is still changing by an order
of magnitude within the possible range in ages from 100 Myr to
1.8 Gyr and metallicity (Fig. 3), based on the Bruzual & Charlot
(2003) stellar population models and assuming a Chabrier initial
mass function. While the far-UV line diagnostics imply sub-
solar metallicity (Husemann et al. 2018), we adopt a mean mass-
to-light ratio of log(M?/LV ) =−0.75± 0.5 to be conservative,
which leads to stellar masses of log(M?/M) = 11.4± 0.5 and
log(M?/M) = 10.9± 0.5 for the QSO host and Jil, respectively.
The uncertainties in the stellar masses are entirely dominated by
the uncertainty in the stellar age and the corresponding mass-to-
light ratio rather than photometric errors. Given a BH mass of
MBH = 2.3× 109 M (Shen 2016), the inferred host galaxy mass
of the QSO is fully consistent with the high-z MBH–M? relation
(e.g., Jahnke et al. 2009).
To place this system in perspective, we considered the
dark matter halo distribution from the Illustris simulation
(Vogelsberger et al. 2014), covering a comoving volume of
106.5 Mpc3. We selected halos containing a close pair (<50 kpc)
of sub-halos containing stellar masses of log(M?/M)> 9.0 and
stellar mass ratios M1/M2 < 10. At z∼ 3.3, the Illustris catalog
contains 21 such systems (Fig. 4), but none at the total stellar
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Fig. 4. Parent halo mass as a function of total stellar mass at z∼ 3.3 from
the Illustris simulation (Vogelsberger et al. 2014) for nearly equal mass
M1/M2 < 10 galaxy pairs with a separation smaller than 50 kpc. The
position of our dual AGN pair system is indicated by the vertical black
line, with uncertainties highlighted by the red shaded area. There is
no similar system in Illustris due to the limited volume (106.5 Mpc3
comoving), but the extrapolation from lower masses (dashed line)
implies a parent halo mass of 12.8< log(Mhalo/M)< 13.7.
mass we estimated for our dual AGN system. We therefore fit
the halo mass as a function of the combined stellar mass with
a power law to extrapolate the observed trend to higher masses.
Given the combined stellar mass for the QSO and Jil, we find a
range in halo masses of 12.8< log(Mhalo/M)< 13.7, which cor-
responds to a very massive dark matter halo at that redshift based
on predicted halo mass functions (e.g., Watson et al. 2013).
4. Discussion
Luminous QSOs at high redshifts are thought to be associated
with massive dark matter halos and dense environments because
a rapid BH growth at early cosmic epoch is required.
Observational evidence of overdensities around high-redshift
luminous QSOs has been established in several ways. Lumi-
nous radio-loud AGN at 1.2< z< 3 have been found to sys-
tematically reside in galaxy overdensities on arcminute scales
(e.g., Ivison et al. 2000; Smail et al. 2003; Wylezalek et al.
2013; Rigby et al. 2014; Malavasi et al. 2015; Jones et al. 2015;
Silva et al. 2015). Similar studies for radio-quiet AGN have also
revealed galaxy overdensities around them (e.g., Utsumi et al.
2010; Capak et al. 2011; Morselli et al. 2014; Jones et al. 2017),
although contradictory results have been reported (Kikuta et al.
2017; Mazzucchelli et al. 2017). Furthermore, halo masses of
luminous AGN have been estimated through clustering stud-
ies, which either found that they reside in overdensities (e.g.,
Croom et al. 2002; Coil et al. 2009) or in normal environments
(Coil et al. 2007). The inconsistencies may be related to the in-
trinsic properties of QSOs as BH mass has been suggested to
correlate most strongly with the halo mass (e.g., Krumpe et al.
2015) or that different galaxy populations, such as Lyα emit-
ters, Lyman-break galaxies, or dusty galaxies, are considered for
the clustering analysis. Nevertheless, recent clustering measure-
ments of AGN in the COSMOS field yield a typical halo mass of
∼1013 M at z∼ 3 (Allevato et al. 2016), in agreement with our
results.
Other works focused on the local environment around lumi-
nous QSOs. Here, it is striking to see that luminous QSOs
reveal an excess in the number counts of massive star-forming
galaxies in their vicinity at z> 6 (Decarli et al. 2017) and
z∼ 4.8 (Trakhtenbrot et al. 2017). This is in agreement with
the notion of a strongly clustered galaxy environment around
QSOs at high redshifts (e.g., García-Vergara et al. 2017) and
an excess of unobscured dual AGN with <40 kpc separations
(Hennawi et al. 2006). Although the AGN environment is cer-
tainly significantly evolving with redshift, luminous AGN, such
as LBQS 0302−0019, may be signposts of the most vigorous
evolution of galaxies in overdensities at early epochs.
5. Conclusion
Based on deep K-band spectroscopy with KMOS and high-
resolution imaging with HAWK-I+GRAAL, we have identified
the massive (log(M?/M) = 10.9± 0.5) host galaxy of Jil, the
obscured companion AGN to LBQS0302−0019 at a projected
separation of about 20 kpc. This clearly supports the obscured
AGN nature of Jil since the presence of a massive host galaxy
implies the existence of a super-massive black hole, poten-
tially powering an AGN. Hence, we expect a direct detection of
AGN engine signatures from Jil in the radio (core emission),
mid-IR (torus) or X-rays (disk corona) with sufficiently deep
observations.
The combined stellar mass of both galaxies suggests a very
massive parent halo of this intriguing dual AGN system. This is
in agreement with observations of the environment around lumi-
nous AGN comparable to LBQS 0302−0019 at similar or even
higher redshifts. It suggests that these luminous AGN are part
of and shaped by a vigorous evolutionary phase that might be
important to set the properties of massive present-day galaxies.
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